Special Programs for April

DAVID BOWIE
Tuesday, April 14th, 4 pm and Saturday, April 25th, 7 pm
David comments on musical styles, theories for composition, the myth of the high-tech society, sexism and more. This is an RCA Thirsty Ear Radio Special filled with music, focusing on Bowie's latest LP, Scary Monsters. The media will be dubbing this man "enigmatic" for a long time to come. Listen and find out why (and yes, learn what really happened to Major Tom)
"David Bowie" made possible by a grant from Budget Tapes and Records in Moscow.

THE TELTTEALE HEART
Wednesday, April 15th, 11:30 pm and Tuesday, April 21st, 9 pm
Hate, murder, guilt, terror—radio drama after the short story by Poe. The chilling classic is performed by members of the Performing Arts Program at Evergreen State College.

P.W. MOSEAPPLE'S
NOW OPEN 6 NIGHTS A WEEK for dining and dancing

MONDAY - Mixed Rock Night: a blend of 50's, 60's, 70's and 80's rock, new wave, disco, reggae and more
TUESDAY - Old Fave Night: the best rock and roll from the 50's and 60's
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY - LIVE MUSIC

530 Asbury Open Mon - Sat 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.

SHOE REPAIR - REBUILDING - DYEING ORTHOPEDIC PRESCRIPTIONS

CAMPUS SHOE REPAIR
(If the Shoe Fits Repair It)

☆ Saturday Special: 12 - 3 p.m. ☆
First pair full price — Second pair 1/2 price
WHILE YOU WAIT

MOSCOW, IDAHO
509 ¼ S. MAIN 882-8554

JAZZ THROUGH THE EYES AND EARS OF BLACK MUSICIANS
Friday, April 17th, 3 pm and Sunday, April 26th, 11 pm
Musicians Andrew Cyrille, drummer with the Cecil Taylor Unit; Leroy Jenkins, violinist with the Revolutionary Ensemble; and Jon Hendricks, lead singer with Lambert, Hendricks, and Ross, give observations and historical perspectives on jazz and what it's like to be cultural artists as opposed to commercially-oriented musicians.

THANKS FOR SUPPORTING US DURING THE 1980-81 SCHOOL YEAR

☆
WE’VE GOT ALL KINDS OF MUSIC!

Here’s our weekly DJ/music formula:

- Monday
- Tuesday
- Wednesday
- Thursday
- Friday
- Saturday
- Sunday

Enjoy the tunes and keep coming back for more!

Spruce Management

Regular Features on KQFM

- On the Market
- Community Events
- Food and Drink
- Music and Entertainment
- Sports and Recreation
- Weather and Traffic

Find the clues when we play your HOTTEST!
Picture Yourself

Dances, Passport, Resume, and Portfolio Photos

PHOZONE
ASUI Photo Bureau
885-6371
in the basement of the SUB